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Threats to Internet Security
Cyber security threats are constantly increasing
Technology used by attackers steadily advancing alongside security measures
Attackers always have the advantage. (One vector needed)
Defenders (All vectors must be accounted for)
Types of Threats
Botnets
DOS/DDOS
Bulk Login Attempts
Many others
Nearly impossible to stay ahead of attackers using only defense strategies

Defensive vs Proactive Strategies
Businesses must now employ the use of not only defensive but proactive strategies
as well.
Defensive
Patching security software after harmful attacks
Keeping security software up to date
Search for tools that deal specifically with the type of attack the business is
suffering from
Example: Patch-and-Pray

Proactive
Using analytics to adjust security protocols as needed
Predict/Identify attack patterns
Allow firewalls and other cyber security protocols to learn from attacks
Example: Honeypots

What is a honeypot?
“A honeypot is a computer security mechanism set to detect, deflect, or, in some
manner, counteract attempts at unauthorized use of information systems. Generally,
a honeypot consists of data (for example, in a network site) that appears to be a
legitimate part of the site but is actually isolated and monitored, and that seems to
contain information or a resource of value to attackers, which are then blocked.”
-Loras R. Even (SANS)
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Why do we need honeypots?
Diverting Attackers
A data breach is the unfortunate result of a lack of security. However having a
wall that absorbs a majority of attacks can keep your system and information
safe.
Having a resource that look valuable and is easily accessed helps shift focus
from other better protected resources.
Why not simply block all attacks?
Plethora of valuable information gained from the attacks to the system
information can be used for later analytics
Analytics can then be used to create predictive security protocols
It is just as important to know what people do once they are in as well as how
they get in.

Why do we need honeypots?
Data Collection
What to collect?
IP, Username\Password Combination, Geolocation, ISP, etc..

Is relative to what purpose the honeypot serves
What do we do with the data?
Learn more about attackers
Use what is learned to perform predictive analytics
How do we do this?
Longtail
Syslog Analyzers
IP Counting functions, Country Counting functions, etc.

Longtail Analytics
Open source analytics software
Created at Marist College
Crawls through information provided by SSH honeypots
Analyzes different types of attacks to sort them into attack patterns
Attack Patterns
Can determine if the attack is a botnet attack
Also identifies and classifies botnets
Information has use for the future
Could be used to create dynamic firewalls
Proactively deploy security protocols to help defend against attacks

Issue with Honeypots: Fingerprinting/ Fingerprint Scanning
Fingerprinting
“The act of performing a deep, intensive scan on a network or program to
enumerate its sources and dependencies”
-TechTarget
Attacker can then find the weakness specific to the network they fingerprint
If a resource can be fingerprinted, the information gained could be used to
compromise the system.
A honeypot must be convincing, ergo it must mimic everything, down to the
resource’s fingerprint
Achieving a full mimic can be difficult, especially if the honeypot lies on a
different server or port

Fingerprinting
Through our vendor partners we have been able to prevent fingerprinting of a protected
resource.
However for a honeypot to work it must still mimic the resource to the best of its ability
Best to spoof the fingerprint
Depending on the type of honeypot created (client, ssh, application specific, etc), different
items may need to be spoofed
For Example
SSH Honeypot:
Needs to have an equal amount of open ports as the real SSH portal
Should have similar libraries installed on it
Client Honeypot
Should run on the same kind of server as the real client
Must mimic the look and feel of the client

Examples of Fingerprinting
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Conclusion
An effective security plan must include both offensive and defensive strategies
The best way to have adequate security, there needs to be defense in depth
Use of a multitude of technologies such as firewalls, specific security protocols and adaptive
security
Honeypots add an additional layer of security, but can also be used to generate data for predictive
security
The honeypot should fingerprint as the detected resource
Data is collected from the honeypot sent to be analyzed by an open source analytics software
code named “Longtail”
The output of Longtail is then used to generate information that serve to represent the general
trend of attacks toward the secured resource

